Tom’s Weekly Newsletter November 17, 2021

These three retailers beat on their earnings expectations this week, which
gives indication consumers are spending despite rising prices.
Macy’s and Kohl’s reports tomorrow.
Visa, beat on their earnings, but with the news of AMZN saying it will stop
accepting Visa payments in the UK starting next year they dropped over 4% on
the day.
The Financials had a rough day pretty much across the board.
NVDIA reported after the bell tonight on both top and bottom lines.
The markets are still near their highs, but things that still cause concern is the
prospect of another Covid cycle popping up.
Also note the Labor Department reports last week’s jobless claims data
Thursday morning.
Expectations are for initial ilings for unemployment insurance to have fallen
to 260,000 for the week ending November 13; down from the previous week’s
267,000 claims.
Tom Gentile
C1P: Chief 1-Percenter
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Four Corners of the Market
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust:

The market proves that it climbs a wall of worry.
In lation is still a valid concern.
Supply Chain issues persist, and prices keep rising.
There could very well be another Covid situation.
Yet, the earnings beats in many major retailers suggest the consumer is still
willing to spend despite supply chain issues and rising prices (could eb the
holidays).
I will note 470 is a current resistance area and potential double top that needs
to be cleared to maintain my bullish view.
TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF:
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To anyone who traded any bearish options trades using 152 as a resistance,
congratulations as those trades should have shown pro its.
TLT illed multiple gaps on this latest leg down. Where one can look at a ill of
the gap as a place the security inds support and bounces from, TLT hasn’t
down that until maybe now.
145 is looking like a support price for TLT as of now.
That gap at that price is illed and today has an interesting technical view.
Western Technicians call this an outside day (a two-bar pattern consisting of
an open and a close on a day that's above and below the prior day's open/
close range).
Japanese Candlesticks call this a Bullish Engul ing Pattern.
UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund
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A de inition or description of what the UUP is can be found here: https://
etfdb.com/etf/UUP/.
One passage to note from its description is this… this fund could be
appropriate for investors seeking to a fund that is inversely correlated to the
broad stock market or for those making a bet on a light to quality.
The way I say it is what’s good for UUP not that good for equities (and vice
versa).
This is a crazy market in that the UUP goes on this tear higher, yet equities
haven’t sold off any stronger than the little bit of a pullback to sideways action
it is seeing right now.
If you also look at the UUP and Gold as having an inverse relation it too is
confounding GLD is trading higher along with UUP.
USO - United States Oil Fund, LP
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I research info from a variety of places. I liked what this article had to say on
the current situation with oil, so I included it here.
https://www.iea.org/reports/oil-market-report-november-2021
On this up leg, here is a Fibonacci chart view to assess possible support if this
double bottom does not hold.

GLD - SPDR Gold Shares
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Last week when I said GLD could trade back to the horizontal resistance that
also speaks to the fact the upside gap breakout would get illed.
There are times when that pattern is a set up for the old resistance / becoming
new support AND the illed gap pattern resulting in higher prices.
Neither of those two things happened and yet GLD is trading incrementally
higher since the gap breakout.
It comes down to where one feels the better return on their investment dollar
is to be had.
What’s not entirely clear is which corner of the market is getting the lions
share of capital since equities, UUP and GLD are all trading in a bullish fashion.
It looks like money is being pulled out of bonds though as it is trading inverse
to the other this past handful of trading days.
From the Desk of a CMT - Gold Descending Triangle Part 2 of ?(/Ocean)
I can’t recall another time when patterns felt this excruciating long to
materialize (or bust) and think perhaps my memory has a bias for
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remembering the ones that realized their measured moves. That said, I was
coming into this evening thinking I’d be writing off (so to speak) the potential
for a descending triangle on GLD (SPDR Gold ETF). I’m afraid that’s not the
case.
Here’s a brief recap with an updated stock chart:
Volume is near the 50-day SMA level and the closer you move to
an apex without clear signs of a move in a speci ic direction, the
lower the odds become that we’ll see a successful move out of the
pattern. Since we’ve been down this path before with GLD, I’m
going to stick with it and set-up a case study with entry ilters in
case things do materialize. With price compressing, do consider a
strangle or similar strategy if implied volatility (IV) conditions are
right.
(Potential) Pattern Stats:
• Baseline at the 50% Fibonacci line: 165.45
• Measured Move: Pattern Peak – Pattern Base = 193.89 – 165.45
= 28.44
• Price Projection: Pattern Base – Measured Move = 165.45 –
28.44 = 137.01
• Time Filter: Minimum of 3 days below the baseline
• Price Filter: Minimum move of 3% away from the pattern
($160.49)
Figure 1 displays the current daily bar chart for GLD (the SPDR
gold ETF) with 50- and 150-day simple moving averages (SMAs)
and the Stock Chart Fibonacci selected (500 days).
Note a 150-day SMA is used in place of 200-days, it’s one of the
few times I change that setting and feel it’s more relevant for gold.
GLD had a small breakout above resistance and a return to the pattern three
weeks ago and more decisive breakout in recent days.
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Unless … this current breakout above resistance is successful. A test of the
new pattern line should occur within a few days, so be sure to watch your
favorite volume and momentum tools for alerts on the success/failure of the
break.
Case for the Bulls:
• Price may retrace to the pattern which should serve as an area of
support now.
• A negated long-term bearish pattern is de initely considered bullish for
the ETF
The bad news is, we have no price projections for a bullish break from the
pattern.
Case for the Bears:
• False moves out of a pattern are not uncommon
• An apex extended further out in time gives the pattern improved
opportunity for success
Price has remained outside of the pattern for ive days. Although the price
ilter identi ied was a for a breakdown, three days may still cause a whipsaw.
GLD remains worth monitoring and there may be a bullish, bearish, or both
opportunities ahead.
As you move further along in the pattern you will see more sideways price
action, so option traders must be careful with long premium in this
environment.
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However, this could be a false move and I can’t discard the potential
descending triangle pattern yet. Using the recent gap up to redraw the
downward trending resistance line, means the apex moves further out
improving the pattern prospects.

Figure 1: GLD Daily Bar Chart with 50-dy & 150-dy SMAs and Fibonacci levels
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Note that volume was not unusually high for the recent break. If volume
decreases as price approaches the pattern boundary, this would be bullish for
GLD (suggests it lacks strength to break the line). Bullish traders would then
want to see volume increase with a bounce off the pattern boundary.
If volume increases as it approaches the pattern, it may be the fuel for GLD to
breakdown back into the descending triangle. We may be left monitoring price
movement within the pattern once again. The re-drawn boundaries move the
triangle apex out to late third quarter of 2022.
The long-term implications for the pattern means we can examine conditions
(price and implied volatility) next week to see if a case study is still viable. If
an opportunity that suits your style materializes, remember to include money
management and risk management in your plan, and that a sustained trend
may take a little time to develop.
Crypto – Ocean Token
This is a little off the beaten path from a crypto trading perspective, but it
speaks to the breadth of tokens and coins you may encounter as you navigate
this universe. Ocean Protocol is listed under DeFi (decentralized inance) on
coinmarketcap.com. It is a token used by OceanDAO, or decentralized
autonomous organization, which is a platform for buying, selling, or creating
analytical tools for data. While Ocean is traded on different platforms, it’s
prime purpose is to serve as a transaction unit for OceanDAO’s data
community.
I think the different types of blockchain applications and crypto markets is a
bit daunting but there are de initely a ton of resources to help navigate the
asset class. Here are some things to consider:
What is your primary goal?
If your sole purpose is trading, be sure to follow a systematic approach that
Tom has been teaching for decades (have a plan, include money management,
and risk management, understand market structure including supply/demand
dynamics, understand trade execution costs, … that essentials YouTube video
has quit a bit of information)
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Beyond trading … if you curious about other applications for blockchain
technology, speci ically regarding crypto markets, learn about the
characteristics of the broad classes irst, then dig into coins/tokens in that
area. Going to the source (crypto website) is a critical step for that.
Do checkout coinmarketcap.com as a nice starting point after taking in some
introductory videos.
I want to better understand the crypto marketplace overall and trading
opportunities, so there’s some work ahead for me. Since I want to understand
how crypto moves relative to other asset classes, expect to see some of that
type of analysis here in future articles.

Regards, Clare White, CMT
Thanks, Clare – Nice work!
Tom Gentile
C1P (Chief 1-percenter)
Disclaimers
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk.
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and
options market. Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose.
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option.
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have
not been actually executed, the results may have under or overcompensated for the impact, if any, of
certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general are also
subject to the fact that they are designed with hindsight.
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve pro its or losses similar
to those shown.
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free. Under no circumstances
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site.
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This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and
TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment
decisions. You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any
investment decision made or action taken by you, or others based upon reliance on news,
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe to
be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy,
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational
and informational purposes only. Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a broker/
dealer. Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain requirements. All
securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed investors. All prices
in USD unless noted otherwise.
A full disclaimer can be found here: http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html.
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